Use of over-the-scope-clip (OTSC) improves outcomes of high-risk adverse outcome (HR-AO) non-variceal upper gastrointestinal bleeding (NVUGIB)
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Patients and methods We included patients who were treated using OTSC for NVUGIB from January 2015 to October 2017. We studied rebleeding and mortality rates and used the Rockall data and our institution’s prior data for comparison. We used descriptive and chi-square statistics.

Results We studied 18 patients with 19 bleeding lesions: 9 (47%) duodenal ulcers, 4 (21%) Dieulafoy’s lesion, 3 (16%) gastric ulcer, and 3 (16%) bleeding after gastric biopsy, gastric polypectomy and endoscopic ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration of peri-gastric mass. We applied OTSC as the first-line treatment in 10 (53%) and as the second-line treatment in 9 (47%) bleeding lesions. Continued bleeding after OTSC occurred in six patients, but we treated it successfully and achieved complete hemostasis in all patients. We found OTSC use significantly decreased (0% vs. 53%, \( P < 0.01 \)) and reduced (0% vs. 24%, \( P = 0.08 \)) the rebleeding rate in our high-risk (RS \( \geq 8 \)) and intermediate-risk (RS = 4 – 7) Rockall score patients as compared to the rates reported by the Rockall study, respectively. When compared to our institution’s prior study, we found a decrease in the rebleeding rate with OTSC (0% vs. 21%, \( P = 0.06 \)) in our intermediate-to-high risk Rockall score patients (RS \( \geq 4 \)). There was no difference in mortality rates as compared to both control studies.

Conclusion Use of OTSC is safe, efficacious and appears superior to standard treatment for HR-AO NVUGIB. OTSC should be considered as first-line treatment for HR-AO bleeding.

Introduction
Despite significant advancements in endoscopic hemostatic devices, treatment of nonvariceal upper gastrointestinal bleeding (NVUGIB) with high-risk adverse outcome (HR-AO) features has remained challenging. HR-AO bleeding is defined as bleeding due to a large-caliber (>2 mm) artery; bleeding located within the major arterial territories (left gastric and gastroduodenal artery); bleeding from deeply penetrating, excavated, or fibrotic ulcer with high-risk stigmata; bleeding in which treatment is high risk because thermal therapy will cause perforation or a preexisting perforation could not be ruled out; or bleeding when endoscopic therapy using mechanical approach or radiological approach was unsuccessful. At present, the standard of treatment for HR-AO bleeding is application of contact thermocoagulation or hemostatic clip [1,2]. Unfortunately, about 20% to 40% of cases fail or even develop complication from standard therapy [3,4]. Hence, there is an urgent need for a safe and more effective endoscopic treatment modality for HR-AO bleeding cases.

The over-the-scope clip (OTSC), as opposed to the standard through-the-scope clip, clamps a large circumferential area of...
tissue securely and deeply [5]. Availability of the OTSC thus provides an opportunity to improve treatment outcome for HR-AO bleeding. Indeed, emerging data from Europe on use of OTSC as first-line or second-line treatment in HR-AO bleeding has supported this potential [6, 7]. However, further data are needed on the efficacy of OTSC in HR-AO bleeding. In addition, bleeding from peptic ulcer disease is still a major issue in Asia, and the role of OTSC is unknown here [8]. In this study, we aimed to determine the safety and efficacy of OTSC to treat HR-AO bleeding in our unit in Singapore.

Patients and methods

We included all patients treated using OTSC for acute NVUGIB at the Singapore General Hospital from January 2015 to October 2017. We obtained approval from our Institutional Review Board to conduct this study.

We extracted data on demographics, clinical severity, endoscopy findings and OTSC treatment outcome from our endoscopy database for analysis. We used the following definitions [6]:

1. First-line versus second-line treatment:
   a) First-line treatment: OTSC used as primary treatment.
   b) Second-line treatment: OTSC used after failure of standard endoscopic therapy (clips, thermal coagulation, epinephrine injection, and hemostatic powder)

2. Technical success versus failure
   a) Technical success: We successfully deployed an OTSC, and it captured the bleeding vessel. Successful deployment can lead to complete hemostasis or incomplete hemostasis.
   b) Technical failure: We deployed an OTSC, and it did not capture the bleeding vessel.

3. Complete hemostasis versus incomplete hemostasis
   a) Complete hemostasis: the complete cessation of bleeding after OTSC placement
   b) Incomplete hemostasis: continued bleeding after OTSC placement

4. Clinical success versus rebleeding:
   a) Clinical success: no rebleeding within 30 days after placement of OTSC.
   b) Rebleeding: recurrent bleeding from the treated lesion within 30 days after placement of OTSC.

Learning the OTSC system

Two endoscopists, Ravishankar Asokkumar, a general gastroenterologist, and Roy Soetikno, a therapeutic endoscopist, performed the procedures. They standardized their technique of deploying the OTSC, with and without using the OTSC anchor, on a thin slab of meat [9]. They started applying OTSC as first-line treatment after experiencing improved outcomes with its use in high-risk NVUGIB lesions [9, 10].

Treatment of bleeding

After resuscitation, we performed the procedures under conscious or deep sedation using midazolam and fentanyl, depending on the clinical situation. We used a therapeutic upper endoscope (GIF 1TQ160, GIF 1TH190, or GIF 1XTQ160, Olympus Corp, Japan) equipped with water jet function and attached a distal cap (Olympus Corp, Japan) when required. After suctioning blood and identifying the source of bleeding, we equipped the scope with a medium-sized (12-mm) atraumatic OTSC device and clamped the bleeding vessel.

The technique of OTSC application is similar to that of endoscopic variceal ligation. We positioned the OTSC cap such that the bleeding lesion was located inside the perimeter of the cap. Upon achieving a satisfactory position, we applied suction and securely placed the clip deep below the vessel (Fig. 1). In fibrotic ulcers, we used the OTSC anchor to hook the ulcer base and, while applying full suction, pull it inside the cap before clipping.

Control groups

Rockall Study cohort

We used the study by Rockall and colleagues, who prospectively analyzed the outcomes of 4142 patients with acute upper gastrointestinal bleeding (UGIB) from 74 hospitals in the United Kingdom in 1993 [11]. The patients included in this study were older than 60 years, and most were men (57%). Their significant comorbidities included ischemic heart disease (16%), cardiac failure (9%), liver failure (4%), disseminated malignancy (4%) and renal failure (3%). Seven percent (n=278) were receiving anticoagulants at the time of bleeding. The most common diagnosis was peptic ulcer disease (35%, n=1450) and almost half (47%) of these patients had major stigmata of recent hemorrhage. The endoscopic therapy used in the period of the Rockall study is comparable to the current day standard hemostatic techniques [12].

The researchers developed a complete Rockall risk score (score range, 0–11) based on clinical characteristics and endoscopic findings from 2,956 patients and showed that the mortality rate and the rebleeding rate increased as the risk score increased (see table IVB in Rockall’s study, [11]). Since then several studies have validated this risk score and supported its utility in NVUGIB [13, 14]. For comparison, we classified this cohort into three groups: high-risk (RS ≥8, n = 190) group, intermediate-risk (RS = 4 to 7, n = 1,560), and low-risk (RS ≤3, n = 1,206).

Our institution’s NVUGIB study

For the second control, we used data from patients with NVUGIB that were collected prospectively by Ngu and colleagues at the Singapore General Hospital and included data from those with peptic ulcer bleeding (n = 52) [15]. The mean age of the patients was 66 years and the majority were men (69%). Their comorbidities included renal failure (27%), ischemic heart disease (23%), malignancy (4%), cardiac failure (2%), liver failure (0%), and other diseases (11%). At the time of bleeding, about 4% of patients were treated with anticoagulants, and 33% were treated with antiplatelet agents. The mean complete Rockall score was 3.9.

Bleeding occurred from a gastric ulcer in 28 patients (54%) and from a duodenal ulcer in 24 patients (46%). These patients
were treated using hemoclips or thermal coagulation alone, with or without epinephrine injection. Because of the low number of patients in each Rockall risk category, we classified them into two groups for analysis: intermediate-to-high risk group (RS ≥ 4, n = 29), and low-risk group (RS ≤ 3, n = 23).

**Statistical analysis**

The primary outcome measures were rebleeding and mortality rate. We compared our study outcomes with those of the original Rockall cohort and our institution’s prospective NVUGIB study.

We performed statistical analysis using IBM SPSS Statistics 23.0 software. We used descriptive statistics to compare continuous variables and Fisher exact test to compare categorical variables.

**Results**

**Patient characteristics**

Eighteen patients underwent endoscopic hemostasis as inpatients using OTSC on 19 bleeding lesions (Table 1). The mean age was 68 ± 15.9 years (range, 22–91) and most patients were men (67%). More than half of the patients were ASA III (56%). Ten patients were taking either aspirin (n = 2), clopidogrel (n = 4), low-molecular-weight heparin (n = 2) or a combination of these drugs (n = 2) at the time of bleeding. The bleeding occurred from duodenal ulcer (47%), Dieulafoy’s lesion (21%), gastric ulcer (16%), and after endoscopic procedures (after gastric biopsy, gastric polypectomy and EUS-FNA of peri-gastric mass) (16%).

Almost all patients have either intermediate (63%, n = 12) or high (32%, n = 6) Rockall risk-score except one with low Rockall risk-score. Ten patients had active bleeding, 5 had a visible ves-
sel, and 4 had an adherent clot (▶Table 2). Almost all of them (95%, n=18) were HR-AO bleeding lesions. Nine (47%) were chronic and fibrotic ulcers with high-risk stigmata. The remainder either had a large-caliber vessel or were located in the major arterial territory. The mean hemoglobin was 8 ±2 g/dL (range, 3 – 11.7). The mean number of packed red cell transfused was 1.5± 1.2 units (range, 0 – 4).

Treatment using OTSC

We used single OTSC to achieve hemostasis in 15 (84%) patients. In three patients, we had to use two OTSC to secure hemostasis. Ten (53%) received OTSC as first-line treatment, and in the rest, OTSC was used as a second-line treatment after failed standard therapy. We deployed the OTSC utilizing the suction technique in 17 cases. In two cases, we used the OTSC anchor because the base of the ulcer was excavated and fibrotic (▶Table 3).

Outcomes

We achieved technical success in all patients at the end of index endoscopy. We had an initial technical failure in three cases (16 %). Using a second OTSC, we successfully captured the bleeding vessel. We observed incomplete hemostasis after OTSC deployment in 6 patients (33 %), but, in the same settings, we applied additional techniques and attained complete hemostasis in all patients. We achieved clinical success without rebleeding in all patients (▶Table 3). We did not find any difference in the outcome between the first-line and the second-line OTSC treatment (P=1).

Three (17%) patients died during hospitalization from their comorbidities. The first patient (57 years) had a prolonged in-
patient stay (3 months) and was treated for infected foot gangrene, fluid overload secondary to cardiac and end-stage renal failure, and recurrent hospital-acquired pneumonia before the episode of NVUGIB. He died 10 days after placement of OTSC while being treated for fluid overload and sepsis. The second patient (84 years) had advanced liver cirrhosis with multifocal hepatocellular carcinoma. The third patient was an elderly female (91 years) undergoing treatment for a hip fracture. She died suddenly 3 days after treatment of bleeding using OTSC. None of these patients had clinical signs of rebleeding or a significant drop in hemoglobin (>2 g/dL) at the time of demise.

Incomplete hemostasis after OTSC placement

Six patients had continued bleeding despite OTSC placement: 2 (33%) duodenal ulcer, 1 (17%) gastric ulcer, 1 (17%) gastric Dieulafoy’s lesion and 2 (33%) after gastric biopsy and EUS-FNA of peri-gastric mass (Table 4). Five of the 6 patients were actively bleeding during endoscopy. Their mean Rockall score was 7 ±1.2. We used OTSC as first-line treatment in four patients and as second-line treatment in the rest.

Of the six patients with continued bleeding, two were OTSC-related, three were bleeding stigmata-related, and one had a combination of both factors. In the two OTSC-related patients, the OTSC was misplaced in a chronic fibrotic ulcer, causing bleeding. We stopped the bleeding using a second successful OTSC (Fig. 2). In the three bleeding stigmata-related patients, we observed one had a large-caliber vessel, one had a chronic fibrotic ulcer, and the other was taking clopidogrel. Although the OTSC was well placed in all three, the bleeding continued, albeit at a slower rate. We applied additional therapy (clips, epinephrine, thermal therapy) and stopped the bleeding completely. In the last patient, we released the OTSC prematurely, resulting in superficial placement. We removed it and placed a second OTSC successfully. However, the bleeding continued from the large-caliber vessel. We had to inject epinephrine, use clips and glue to stop the bleeding completely.

In one case (Dieulafoy’s lesion), despite complete hemostasis, we performed additional prophylactic embolization because of the large caliber of the vessel.

Comparison to the Rockall cohort

Using the complete Rockall-risk score, we stratified our cohort into high-risk (n = 6), intermediate-risk (n = 12), and low-risk (n = 1) groups and compared our outcomes with the original Rockall study (n = 2,956).

In the high-risk group, we found the rebleeding rate was significantly lower with OTSC as compared to similar patients receiving standard treatment in the Rockall study (0% vs. 53%, P <0.01) (Fig. 3). In the intermediate-risk group, we observed OTSC reduced the rebleeding rate compared to standard treatment in the Rockall study (0% vs. 24%, P<0.08). In the low-risk group, there was no difference in rebleeding rates between OTSC and the standard treatment used in the Rockall study (0% vs. 7%, P=1). We did not observe lower mortality rates in any of the three groups as compared to those reported by the Rockall study (Table 5).

Comparison to our Institution NVUGIB study

We categorized our cohort into two groups, intermediate-to-high risk (n = 18) and low-risk (n = 1), based on the complete Rockall-risk score, and compared our outcomes with our institution’s NVUGIB study.

We found OTSC decreased the rebleeding rate in the intermediate-to-high risk group compared to similar patients receiving standard treatment in our institution’s NVUGIB study (0% vs. 21%, P=0.06). In the low-risk group, OTSC did not change the rebleeding rate as compared to the standard treatment in our institutional study (0% vs. 9%, P=1). There was no difference in the mortality rate between the two cohorts irrespective of their risk scores (Table 5).

Complications

There were no complications associated with OTSC placement.

Discussion

We report the outcome of OTSC in bleeding lesions with HR-AO features. OTSC was successful in achieving complete hemostasis without rebleeding in all patients either as the primary or secondary treatment. In addition, we described the causes and solutions to incomplete hemostasis after deployment of OTSC. Despite successful hemostasis, we observed a 17% mortality rate, which was due to patients’ comorbid illnesses.

We lend strong support to the recently published studies showing superior efficacy of OTSC as compared to standard therapy in the treatment of HR-AO bleeding.
A multicenter retrospective study showed that first-line use of OTSC, alone or in combination with additional hemostatic techniques, was significantly superior in preventing rebleeding and rebleeding-related mortality in the intermediate and high-risk cases as compared to the standard therapy in original Rockall data [17].

We observed incomplete hemostasis after placement of OTSC in some cases. A recent retrospective study assessing utility of OTSC in HR-AO lesions showed recurrent bleeding (19%) from the OTSC site within 5 days [18]. A similar finding was also observed in other studies [16, 19–21]. The causes for these findings were not described, but we suspect that incomplete hemostasis after OTSC may have resulted in recurrent bleeding. We have identified three common patterns that resulted in OTSC failure: 1) delayed closure of OTSC occurring in lesions with large caliber artery and those with deep fibrotic base; 2) shallow placement of OTSC resulting from inadequate suction or premature clip deployment; and 3) misplacement of OTSC because of poor visualization, difficult anatomy, and unstable endoscope position. We were able to address these issues and observed no recurrent bleeding (Fig. 4). Understanding the causes of incomplete hemostasis and recurrent bleeding may further improve efficacy of OTSC use in treatment of HR-AO bleeding.

Our study is limited by its retrospective design and small sample size. In addition, the procedures were performed by

---

**Fig. 2** Cause and solution of incomplete hemostasis after OTSC placement. a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug-related duodenal ulcer with a large visible vessel was seen in the distal duodenal bulb of an elderly patient with metastatic lung cancer. The ulcer was located within a narrowed lumen. b A therapeutic endoscope with 6-mm channel that was equipped with a large OTSC was used (OD of OTSC = 21 mm). The tip of the OTSC anchor was placed next to the visible vessel. c After opening the anchor, the ulcer was pulled and simultaneously suctioned into the OTSC, and the clip was released. d A large stream of blood was seen flowing from the artery. The clip was misplaced. The endoscope was left to suction the blood to prevent formation of large clots and to maintain visualization, while another therapeutic endoscope was being equipped with a medium-size OTSC. e The bleeding vessel was suctioned into the OTSC. The clip was placed ideally. Bleeding ceased instantly. f There was no further bleeding. The clip at 24 hours.

---

**Fig. 3** Results of our study as compared to original Rockall study. Use of OTSC significantly reduced risk of rebleeding in the high-risk Rockall score patients. A trend toward decreased rebleeding was seen in the intermediate-risk Rockall score patients. The mortality rate from bleeding or from all causes was similar to the original Rockall study.
**Table 5** Comparison of OTSC outcome among different groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rockall Risk Score</th>
<th>Overall mortality</th>
<th>Overall rebleeding</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rockall Cohort</td>
<td>Study Cohort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(n=2956)</em></td>
<td><em>(n=18)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk <em>(RS ≤ 3)</em></td>
<td>9 (1%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate risk <em>(RS = 4 – 7)</em></td>
<td>203 (13%)</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk <em>(RS ≥ 8)</em></td>
<td>78 (41%)</td>
<td>2 (33%)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Institution cohort <em>(n=52)</em></td>
<td>Study cohort <em>(n=18)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk <em>(RS ≤ 3)</em></td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate-to-high risk <em>(RS ≥ 4)</em></td>
<td>2 (7%)</td>
<td>3 (17%)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ns, not significant; RS, Rockall score.

**Fig. 4** Classification of causes for incomplete hemostasis after OTSC. 
  a. Delayed compression of a large-caliber Dieulafoy’s vessel resulting in continued bleeding. Using additional thermal therapy, the bleeding vessel was coagulated and complete hemostasis was achieved. 
  b. Delayed compression of high-risk stigmata within a fibrotic duodenal ulcer. Using additional application of hemostatic powder, we achieved complete hemostasis. 
  c. Shallow placement of OTSC in duodenal ulcer resulting in continued bleeding. The clip was pulled and removed using forceps, and with a second OTSC, the bleeding was stopped. 
  d. Misplacement of OTSC in the narrow lumen of the duodenum, causing massive bleeding. Using a second OTSC, we crossed the first clip and clamped the bleeding vessel achieving permanent hemostasis.
only two endoscopists. However, patients with HR-AO bleeding were not common. To validate our study findings further, we compared our outcomes with the original Rockall study and a historical control group. Prior to embarking on conducting a randomized study, we needed to understand the causes and develop solutions for incomplete hemostasis after placement of OTSC.

Our data add further evidence about the superior efficacy and safety of OTSC in the treatment of HR-AO NVUGIB. We suggest using OTSC as the first-line treatment in high-risk Rockall score patients with HR-AO lesions. We, like others, encountered occasional incomplete hemostasis after OTSC placement. However, in our study, albeit small, we showed that further endoscopic therapy could achieve complete hemostasis. A formal cost-effectiveness analysis is needed to determine the impact of first-line use of OTSC in treatment of HR-AO bleeding. In addition, studies to document that OTSC can lead to similarly high efficacy in the community setting are also desirable.
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